




Lead-in :



23 is between 20 and 30, but 23 is closer to 20.

28 is between 20 and 30, but 28 is closer to 30.

When a number is halfway between two tens, round the number to the 
greater ten. So 25 is rounded to 30.



When a number is halfway between two tens, round the number to the 
greater ten. So 25 is rounded to 30.

30>20



32 is rounded ……… to ………. .
up

down



58 is rounded ………. to ………. .
up

down



75 is rounded ………. to ………. .
up

down



Circle the tens place. Then round each to the 
nearest 10 and write it on the line.

61 ………………..                   25 ……………………

79………………….                   12 …………………

44……………………..                 56 ………………..



Circle the tens place. Then round each to the 
nearest 10 and write it on the line.

75 ………………..                   44 ……………………

43………………….                   67 …………………

51……………………..                 15 ………………..



Drag each car to the garage with the correct 
rounded number.



Drag each bird to the bird house with the correct 
rounded number.



Drag each spaceship to the planet with the correct 
rounded number.



130 is between 100 and 200, but 130 is closer to 100.

180 is between 100 and 200, but 180 is closer to 200.

When a number is halfway between two hundred, round the number to 
the greater hundred. So 150 is rounded to 200.



248 is rounded ……… to ………. .
up

down



475 is rounded ……… to ………. .
up

down



850 is rounded ……… to ………. .
up

down



Circle the hundred place. Then round each to the 
nearest 100 and write it on the line.

235 ………………..                  650……………………

925………………….                   743 …………………

351……………………..                 532 ……………….



Circle the hundred place. Then round each to the 
nearest 100 and write it on the line.

423 ………………..                  641……………………

667………………….                   850 …………………

949……………………..                 299 ……………….



Place each sandwich in the bag with the correct 
rounded number.






